LESCO Fertilizer with 1.5% Oftanol

With LESCO Fertilizer with 1.5% Oftanol, you can go one better. The Oftanol in LESCO Fertilizer Plus 1.5% Oftanol is the most effective control for an ugly insect problem. Registered for mole crickets, most kinds of grubs, billbugs and chinchbugs, Oftanol works. While Oftanol is eliminating your bug problem, let one application work twice as hard. LESCO Fertilizer with Sulfur-Coated Urea Nitrogen allows slow release of nutrients for up to three months. LESCO manufactures fertilizer plus control products for most turf needs. Ask your LESCO salesman for information on LESCO Fertilizer Plus Insecticide, Herbicide and Fungicide.

LESCO PRODUCTS
Division of Lakeshore Equipment & Supply Co.
20005 Lake Road, Rocky River, Ohio 44116
Call toll free
(800) 321-5325
Nationwide

U.S. Patent No. 3,621,082
Canadian Patent No. 825,198
OFTANOL is a registered TM of the Parent Company of Farbenfabriken Bayer GmbH, Leverkusen.
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IBDU® GIVES A CONSISTENT GREEN AS A MATTER OF COURSE.

Month after month, nothing performs like IBDU in creating beautifully green turf for lawns, tees, fairways and greens. IBDU releases nitrogen later in the fall, earlier in the spring and more consistently through the summer than any other nitrogen source. Due to its slow, even release pattern, IBDU builds rich turf growth without early flushes and excess clippings.

IBDU is available only in PAR EX® fertilizers. PAR EX products feature IBDU mixed in a variety of formulations designed to satisfy your turf and soil conditions.

Why not invest in a nitrogen source that promises you the greatest return? In efficiency. In fewer applications. In lower labor cost. Order the right PAR EX formulation from your distributor. And apply IBDU for a beautiful course, as a matter of course.

PAR EX and IBDU are more quality products of Estech, Inc., Professional Products Division, P.O. Box 1996, Winter Haven, Florida 33880.
BRING YOUR WATER HAZARDS UP TO PAR

ELIMINATE COSTLY MAN HOURS WITH STRING MOWERS BY QUICKLY MOUNTING A 14' OR 16' BOOM MOWER TO YOUR 35-45 HORSE POWER TRACTOR. EASILY FITTED TO THE TRACTOR THREE POINT LINKAGE AND NO COUNTERWEIGHT REQUIRED WITH MOST TRACTORS ON TURF TIRES. FINE FINISH WITH HEIGHT OF CUT FROM ½" TO REGULATION 4" ADJUSTABLE ON FULL LENGTH STEEL ROLLER YET DESIGNED TO CUT ROUGH, OUT OF BOUNDS AREAS AND OVERHANGING TREES ON CART PATHS.

Turner International
(ENGINEERING) LTD.,
B1 6480 Chupp Road
Lithonia, Georgia 30058 U.S.A.
Telephone: (404) 482-7661
Telex: 810 766-4460

For more information and demonstration

TOLL FREE (800) 432 8525
HOOD TRACTOR CO.
(305) 422 4548
2120 N. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
ORLANDO. FL 32804
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

It is a great privilege to receive the confidence of my peers to be elected President of what many people feel is the strongest Superintendent Chapter in the nation.

The last five years the FGCSA has accomplished its goals because of aggressive and intelligent leadership along with strong cooperative Chapters. The initial goal was to consolidate the state's 9 local Chapters to become a strong influence nationally in GCSAA. The influence was obtained in becoming the largest voting group in the nation, the election of John Hayden, CGCS, to the GCSAA Board, winning the National Golf Tournament Chapter Championship twice out of the last three years, receiving several key committee assignments within GCSAA along with gaining significant recognition by wearing the brightest blue jackets in GCSAA history.

With the FGCSA original goals accomplished, a new direction was approved at our last Board meeting. The long range planning committee presented the following: A program that consisted of continuing exciting programs and also implementation of an aggressive public relations campaign. The main goal of our new direction will be to promote the professionalism of the golf course Superintendent at his own club and with the golfing community. More information on how this project will be carried out will be forthcoming.

The FGCSA will continue to work closely with F.T.G.A. and I.F.A.S. of the University of Florida with ongoing research projects. The main topic in 1983 creating great concern among many Florida golf course Superintendents had to be “Bermudagrass Decline”. Recent research although it has not provided a cause or cure, it has defined its symptoms, established factors affecting its occurrence, usual time of year and a cultural practice that retards the decline. The most important part of your job is to obtain this documented data and make your members and club aware.

I look forward to serving you during the coming year. Feel free to contact me or your Chapter External Vice President and let your feelings and suggestions be known. Remember, our Board meetings are open to all FGCSA members and I encourage you to attend.

[Signature]

Don De Laney
THE FINER QUALITIES OF A GOOD SUPERINTENDENT

Pages of detailed information could be written about the vast amounts of technical knowledge a good superintendent must possess to excel in his profession. A superintendent must be a leader, a manager and possess skills in areas such as grasses, soils, plants, trees and flowers. He must be knowledgeable about fertilizers, chemicals, pumping stations, irrigation and irrigation hydraulics. He should understand some elemental chemistry, geometry, algebra, accounting principles and basic math. He should have a basic knowledge of electricity, hydraulics and fluids. He should understand equipment, equipment operation, maintenance and repair.

The list could continue to cover many, many phases of a vast variety of skills, professions and trades. And to be a very good superintendent, one must know a little bit about all of these technical areas — or at least be able to understand, diagnose, evaluate and make common sense decisions based on a lot of variables.

If there are shortcomings in that area, it is a good superintendent who can weigh and analyze mechanical problems that he may know little about. There are usually several options when your mechanic presents you with a problem and says, "Well, what do you want to do?" Equipment can be repaired, replaced, another piece of equipment cannibalized, re-engineered or junked. A good superintendent who asks all the right questions can usually make a good common sense decision even though he may know very little about the technical aspect of a particular piece of machinery.

Another quality a good superintendent should possess is the ability to relate his knowledge of turfgrass in maintenance to his particular club and its golfers.

One would not necessarily maintain a golf course to the same standards for a membership that has 75% of the golfers under 20 handicap compared to one that has 75% of the members with handicaps over 20.

Different calibers of golfers want different conditions. Golfers above 25 handicap would generally find conditions that the touring professionals play under practically impossible. Golfers of higher handicaps are not used to "pinching" the ball off a tightly mowed fairway nor would they find desirable greens that roll ten feet on a stimpeter.

A good superintendent knows his golfers and their desires. Granted there are some agronomic practices that are necessary that some golfers find unpleasant, but as a rule, conditions should exist that are fair and receptive to the golfing talent of one's membership.

Most of the variables concern height of cut of fairways, roughs and greens. Low handicap golfers generally want short fairways and long rough and the higher handicappers want longer fairways and shorter rough. It is very difficult at times to strike a balance between these two factions but this is where the knowledge, talent, tactfulness and salesmanship of a particular superintendent comes to bear.

A good example is the speed of the greens. I happen to prefer a faster putting speed on greens because it is a fairer test of putting skill. So it is easy for me to justify to a higher handicap golfer who may prefer slower greens why faster greens are better. This usually appeals to both the low and high handicapper. I can usually sell a lighter weight putter and putting lessons along with the rationale.

The one other area that can separate the men from the boys in superintendent excellence is the manner in which a superintendent conveys his practices, beliefs and desires to his greens chairman, committee, owner or manager. A superintendent's ability to "sell" his ideas can make life pleasant or miserable.

Good salesmanship can initiate programs to upgrade present course conditioning. Most owners are quick to recognize a wise investment, especially if it is properly presented. Most golfers would like to see course conditions improve and a good superintendent can recognize shortcomings whether it be equipment, turf renovations or irrigation system changes. If desired course changes are thoroughly researched and presented in a manner that is logical and comprehensible to those who hold the purse strings, those ideas have a far better chance of being approved.
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